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John R. Steely {SSNTA}- Vice Chair <jrsteely@charter.net>
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Fri, Jul 20, 2007 12:20 PM
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Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

John R. Steely (SSNTA)- Vice Chair (jrsteely@charter.net) on Friday, July 20, 2007 at 12':- 9:27
SU--

DocumentTitle: NUREG 1021, Operator Licensing Examination Standards for Licensed operators Rev.09
Supplement 1 and NUREG 1022 K&A Catalog for Nuclear Power Plant Operators- PWR Revision 2

Comments: SSNTA Comments on Supplement 1 Changes to NUREG 1021 Rev. 9 and NUREG 1122
Rev.02

NUREG 1021
ES-201, p 9, The fourth bullet states that if changes to procedures are significant the NRC would likely
request information concerning the training and testing. Training and testing on major procedure
changes for licensed operators is routinely performed without NRC review. The inclusion of a requirement
to provide training and if necessary evaluation on plant related changes to candidates should be sufficient.

ES-201, Att. 2, p18 of 28, Last sentence: Prior to exam development is too soon to identify simulator
procedure freezing needs. In many cases this is not known this early.

ES-301, p3, Security event procedures were added as an Emergency Plan Topic for JPMs. Security
event procedures are in many cases safe guards information. The inclusion of this topic in the exam adds
the potential for the loss of control of the information. This topic should not be included as a testable
topic.

ES-301, a., p1l0 of 27, Due to shifting of topics from Conduct of Ops to Equipment control, it will be
significantly more difficult to develop RO JPMs in Conduct of Ops. Would like to see the table on page 10
modified to require in conduct of Ops: RO = 1 (or 0) and SRO&retakes 1 1; and in Equipment Control: RO
= 1 (or 2) ans SRO&retakes = 2.

ES-401, Attach 2, , The statement in paragraph 1, 'The remaining Section 2 K/As may be excluded from
the random selection process and/or rejected without explanation or justification." was not incorporated
into the body of ES-401. This deletion wasn't described in the list of changes. Was this an oversight or
was this statement deleted intentionally? Why?
The Note following paragraph 2 was not incorporated into the body of ES-401. Was this an oversight or
was this note deleted intentionally? Why?

ES-402, E.4 & E.7, p6 of 6, These 2 paragraphs will require a significant increase in the post exam
workload, with little benefit.
E.4: Should not require the applicant's docket# making the post exam comment. This is not appeal
process. Applicant should remain anonymous to this post exam report.

ES-403, b., p3 of 6, Regarding the following statement:
"-a question for which references would be needed to provide the correct answer, even though the facility
licensee and NRC previously agreed that the question should be closed-reference"
This addition is unnecessarily restrictive and appears to provide MORE opportunity for appeals, not less
as it appears to be intended.Recommend deleting the second bullet above.

ES-603, d., p3 of 7, Reword the last two sentences of change paragraph. Need to revise to state JPMs
that incorporate immediate action steps from memory should only be used if they provide adequate
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evaluation components. Additional non-memory JPM steps may be required if theimmediate action steps
do not provide adequate evaluation criteria. (or similar wording). A JPM soley comprised of immediate
memory actions can provide sufficient evaluation and should be allowed without requiring additional non-
memory steps.

ES-605, 2.f.3rd bullet, p5 of 15, Concerned over the requirement for the 40 hours reactivation time to be
conducted in the same calendar quarter. Utilities desire reactivation when available and would not want to
wait to align with quarter. Add words to ensure the proper proficiency time is logged after reactivation if
necessary to meet NRC needs, but don't limit the 40 hours to one quarter. (example: operator wants to
reactivate on March 29...shouldn't have to wait until 40 hours can be obtained in April.)

NUREG 1122: Delete K/A 2.4.28. Security procedures are safeguards information. Including the
evaluation of those procedures in the exam creates the potential for loss of control of the information due
to the need to provide the copies of the procedures for training, study, and reference. Access to those
procedures is normally strictly controlled and limited. Training and evaluation of security procedures
should be left up to the station. as part of the qualification program for newly licensed operators.

organization: Southeastern Nuclear States Training Assn.

addressl:

address2:

city:

state: ---

zip:

country:

phone: 864-883-3446
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